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2 Where Partnerships Grow

“Our success is linked  
               with your growth”

TOGETHER WE’RE STRONGER

OUR HERITAGE	
 
	 Established	brand	providing	consumer			
	 	confidence	and	a	loyal	following
Established in 1855, Thompson & Morgan is one of the most experienced 
firms in the UK horticultural business and is a leading brand for seeds, 
plants and other gardening related items to recreational gardeners

	 Continued	investment	from	our		
	 owners	BVG
Since buying Thompson & Morgan in 2017, BVG have invested over 
£3million into the company across all areas of the business- from an 
expanded sales team, better IT systems, new poly tunnels, warehouse 
development and continued investment in our range offering, these 
investments are really paying off, with Thompson & Morgan well and 
truly equipped to continue to grow and develop. As ever, the number 
one focus remains customer service and whether you are a garden 
centre manager who stocks our seed, or a customer calling our call 
centre to order some plug plants, we pride ourselves in offering 
outstanding customer service throughout
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3

Area Sales Manager David Caswell  
ensuring our range is looking it’s best
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3Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

“Our focus is  
              on your needs”

TOGETHER WE’RE STRONGER

PRICES HELD!
We are pleased to announce that there are no price increases on any of 
our retail seed lines for the 2019-20 season

COMMITTED TO YOU 
 
 The most comprehensive and diverse seed 
 range available
Offer your customers the most comprehensive seed range available, 
combining traditional with new varieties, to offer the most exciting and 
diverse seed range there is

 
 Your centre.... Your choice
All seed collections are tailor-made from a flexible modular system 
designed to suit you and your customers’ needs. Combine this with a 
wide range of POS and display options, we can create a range that is 
bespoke to you

 
 Generating increased sales
The widest choice of collections and more built-in offers and 
promotional activity than ever before, for generating increased sales

 
 Creating higher profits
The brand that ensures high profits on sales through premium pricing  
and product distinction

 
 Better customer service
Our team of experienced Area Sales Managers can recommend the ideal 
range of Thompson & Morgan seeds to stock in your Garden Centre 
to maximise sales opportunities. The selection will be based on many 
factors including the space dedicated to seed, the demographics of the 
area, your competitors ranges, as well as other product ranges in store.  
We can also offer support with in-store promotions and events. Range 
changes are carried out quickly and efficiently to minimise disruption 
in store. Our Area Sales Managers are supported by a large team of 
merchandisers and together they will agree with you a visit schedule to 
ensure stock levels are right for your trade throughout the year

Sales drivers  
for 2020...

3
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New Varieties
page 4-5

Exciting New 
Hotspots

page 14

Bespoke  
Solutions

page 17
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4 Where Partnerships Grow

Flower of the Year
NEW SEED VARIETIES 2020

ZINNIA  
QUEENY MIXED
Impressive large flower heads
Outstanding zinnia variety which is much admired 
for its exotic and extraordinary colouring. The showy, 
many-petalled blooms are various shades of red, 
fading to lime, with a bright magenta centre. Ideal 
in a hot, sunny spot in the garden or in pots on the 
patio. Cut some for vases too!

 An excellent cut flower with  
 impressively large, double  
 blooms

 Cut-and-come-again  
 flowers; fill your vases

 Drought resistant and  
 easy to grow

 RSP £3.49 

Vegetable of the Year
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TOMATO
GOURMANDIA F1 HYBRID
Perfect for patio pots  
as well as the garden
A superb, early-ripening  
beefsteak producing oxheart  
shaped fruits with a tapering  
point. Plants are highly  
productive over a long  
harvesting period. Fruits are  
large and fleshy with very few seeds. The juice 
holds in the flesh making these tomatoes perfect 
for slicing in sandwiches – no more soggy bread! 

 Super tasty; melt in the mouth flavour

 Unusual oxheart-shaped fruits up to 300g  
 (10oz) in weight

 Ideal for the vegetable plot or greenhouse

 RSP £3.99 

3

3
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5Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

NEW SEED VARIETIES 2020

Introducing 53 new varieties to our seed range; 32 vegetables, 19 flowers and  
2 peas and beans. Here’s a little taste of what’s launching in 2020...

Something for everyone...
From the traditional to the unusual, our new introductions are sure to please and inspire

17867

99p
Trial Price*

Sweet Pepper

Etiuda

*with any other purchase from the T&M seed range RRP £2.99

KA9976

Your satisfaction 

GUARANTEED -  

or your money back

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

A deliciously sweet, thick-skinned blocky sweet pepper variety. Plants 

produce a prolific number of green fruits, turning a rich orange whether 

grown indoors or out. These attractive peppers will add colour and taste 

to hot or cold dishes, eaten cooked or raw.

Germination:  

Up to 14 days 68-77°F

Plant height: 

75cm (30in)

Preferred position: 

Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of a free-draining damp seed 

compost and cover with a fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Place in a propagator 

or seal container inside a polythene bag and keep at 20-25˚C (68-77˚F) until after 

germination, which takes 7-14 days. Transplant seedlings when large enough to handle 

into 7.5cm (3in) pots.

GROWING ON: Plant out into growbags or 20cm (8in) pots in the greenhouse. Provide  

a night temperature of 16-24°C (60-75°F) and around 24°C (75°F) in daytime, for good 

fruit setting. Ensure compost is evenly moist as flowers form. Feed with tomato fertiliser as 

blossoms open and water well. Pick fruits as soon as ripe to ensure continued cropping.

Outdoor crops: When growing chilli peppers outdoors, gradually acclimatise them 

to outdoor conditions over a period of 7 to 10 days prior to transplanting them. 

Space pepper plants at a distance of 50cm (20in) apart. Protect from frost. Gradually 

acclimatise plants to outdoor conditions before planting out early summer 60cm (24in) 

apart in moist, but well-drained soil in a sunny, sheltered site. Grow on as above.

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

SWEET PEPPER Etiuda

Vegetable

• Slice raw into salads; roast and peel to make soups and  

 pasta sauces; add to chillis, casseroles and stir-fries

• Versatile for a wide range of culinary uses

MILD FIERY

0 
 2 

 4  6  8  10

PEPPER METERPEPPER METER

KA9957

LETTUCE Four Colour Mizuna Mixed F1 Hybrid

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Attractive ‘Oriental Greens’ mix with eat-all, tender mild leaves and 

slender stems. Sow a few seeds each month in pots or trays on a 

windowsill inside for year-round ‘salad leaves’; however, spring sowings 

that produce larger plants to transplant outdoors, may bolt.

Germination:  
4-7 days 68-77°F
Plant height: 
30cm (12in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SALAD LEAVES INDOORS (ALL YEAR ROUND): 

Sow thinly 6mm (¼in) deep in pots or trays of good quality seed compost on the 

windowsill. Sow monthly for a regular supply; harvest from 30 days in summer and up 

to 60 days during winter.

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow 3-4 seeds indoors in 5cm (2in) pots or used vending 

cups, or very thinly in a seed tray of good quality seed compost. Cover with 6mm (¼in) 

of vermiculite or compost and keep at a minimum temperature of 20-25°C (68-77°F) 

until after germination which takes 4-7 days. Alternatively, sow very thinly in a well- 

prepared seedbed 12mm (½in) deep in drills 23cm (9in) apart.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings after about 4 weeks from sowing, 

or when large enough to handle. Ideally plant in ‘square metre’ blocks allowing 25-36 

plants per m². Plant firmly and keep well watered for optimum results and to reduce 

bolting. Use fleece/environmesh to protect against caterpillar and aphid attack.

Mix contains 25% Vitared, 25% Chaplin, 25% Charis and 25% Mizuna Early.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Vegetable

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Mild peppery tasting salad leaf mix

• Transplant outdoors 25-36 plants per m² for mature leaves

• Harvest August to October or to heavy frosts

17824

99p
Trial Price*

Lettuce

Four Colour Mizuna Mix F1
*with any other purchase from the T&M seed range RRP £2.69
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6 Where Partnerships Grow

Thompson & Morgan breeding programme
BREEDING NEW VARIETIES

KA9963

ZINNIA Aztec Sunset Improved

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Floriferous plants with attractive, long-lasting flowers in an excellent mix with some unique very striking double colours. Plants are well-branching, with a compact, mildew-resistant habit. Aztec Sunset will create a long-lasting and colourful display in borders, pots and patio containers.

Germination:  
7-21 days 68-86°F
Plant height: 
15cm (6in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seeds on the surface of a good, free -draining, damp seed compost. Lightly cover, 3mm (1/8in) deep, with vermiculite or compost. Place container in a propagator or seal inside a polythene bag at a temperature of 20-30˚C (68-86˚F) until after germination which usually takes 7-21 days. Direct sow outside from late April once the soil has warmed. Sow seeds thinly at a depth of 3mm (1/16in).
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings when large enough to handle, taking care not to damage the fragile roots, into trays or 7.5cm (3in) pots. Gradually acclimatise plants to cooler conditions for a few weeks before planting out, 30cm (12in) apart after all risk of frost has passed.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Annual

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Improved bi-colour mix producing masses of double flowers • Flowers from the Summer to the first frosts • Exceptionally compact habit and excellent resistance to mildew

ZINNIA

 Masses 
of double 
flowers

Aztec Sunset Improved Easy Grow Hardy Annual

17842

T02599

BIDENS Golden Eye

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Brighten up beds, border and containers with this unusual annual, boasting bright yellow daisies above ferny foliage all summer. Tolerates cool, wet summers as well as hot, dry conditions and seldom falls victim to rust and mildew.

Germination:  
10-21 days 64-68ºF
Plant height: 
30cm (12in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Half Hardy Annual

Sow under glass/plant indoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

•  From T&M’s own breeding comes this prostrate form of bidens • Excellent for bedding, borders, rockeries and containers • Flowers prolifically all summer, to first frosts

BIDENS

Summer 
colour for 
baskets

Golden Eye Half Hardy Annual

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed on the surface of a good free draining, damp seed compost. Cover with a very fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Place in a propagator or seal container inside a polythene bag and place at 18-20ºC (64-68ºF) until after germination which usually takes  10-21 days. Do not exclude light as this helps germination.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings into trays or 7.5cm (3in) pots once large enough to handle. Grow on in cooler conditions for 10-15 days before planting out after all risk of frost, 23-30cm (9-12in) apart, or plant into containers and baskets.

23074

T07149

LUPIN Tutti FruttiTM

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU
Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Lupins with high quality flower spikes such as those produced by ‘Tutti 
FruttiTM

’ are usually only available on cutting-raised plants. This spectacular 

mix includes a wide range of stunning bicoloured and solid coloured flowers 

on tall flower spires which will look spectacular in borders for many years.

Germination:  
18-21 days 59-68°F
Plant height: 
90-100cm (2.5-3ft) Preferred position: Sun or part shade

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Soak seed overnight in warm water before sowing. Place 

seed on the surface of good, free-draining compost and cover with a sprinkling of 

compost or vermiculite. Seal container inside a polythene bag and place at 15-20°C  

(59-68°F) until after germination, which usually takes 18-21 days. GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings when large enough to handle 

into 7.5cm (3in) pots and grow on in cooler conditions. After all risk of frost, plant 

out 30cm (12in) apart. Overwinter September sowings in a coldframe and plant 

out the following spring.
CAUTION: Harmful if eaten.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Perennial

Sow under glass/plant indoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• From Thompson & Morgan’s own breeding • Widest range of colours and bicolours • First year flowering from seed if sown in autumn or before March

LUPIN

Spectacular 
flower 
spires

Tutti Frutti™ Hardy Perennial

23357

Look out for 
the symbol 

that identifies 
varieties bred  

by T&M

Over the years 
Thompson & Morgan 
have introduced more 
exciting new varieties of 
seed to British gardeners 
than anyone else. This is 
something we are very 
proud of and gives us a 
real point of difference

This season’s seed range is no 
different and there are several 
exciting new varieties that have come 
through our breeding programme, 
these include Calendula Crown 
Orange, Morning Glory Mini Sky 
Blue and Zinnia Aztec Sunset. We 
now have so many of these that you 
can have an entire stand dedicated 
to them, see the next page for 
more details 

In addition to this we work closely 
with leading seed growers all 
over the world, and our excellent 
relationships with them mean we are 
able to offer many further brilliant 
varieties on an exclusive basis, 
meaning you can only get them 
from us! 
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T50391

COSMOS Cupcakes Mixed

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU
Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

We’ve completely changed the look of traditional cosmos by fusing the 
petals of ‘Cupcakes’ into one single cup. ‘Cupcakes’ is an easy-to-grow, 
free-flowering, three-colour blend of single and semi-double blooms on tall 
bushy plants. ‘Cupcakes’ received the People’s Choice award for cosmos at 
the RHS gardens Wisley

Germination:  
7-15 days 64-77°F
Plant height: 
1.2m (4ft)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow cosmos seed from March to May at a depth of 
3mm in a good quality seed compost, and cover the seeds with a very fine sprinkling 
of vermiculite. Place the seed tray in a propagator at a temperature of  
18-25˚C (64-77˚F) or seal it inside a polythene bag. Keep the soil damp but not wet.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When seedlings are large enough to handle, 
transplant into 7cm (3in) pots and grow them on in cooler conditions until large 
enough to plant outdoors. When plants are well grown and all risk of frost has 
passed, acclimatise to outdoor conditions over 7 to 10 days. Transplant outdoors in 
full sun in any moist, well drained soil at a distance of 45cm (18in) apart. Pinch out 
the growing tip of each stem when transplanting to encourage stems to branch and 
produce more flowers.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Half Hardy Annual

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Unique flower shape like no other
• Ideal for borders and containers
• Voted RHS garden visitors’ favourite

COSMOS 

Unique  
flower shape 
like no other

Cupcakes Mixed Easy Grow Half Hardy Annual

7Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

NEW OWN BREEDING HOTSPOT

	 30	varieties	of	flowers	available	on	a	30cm	hotspot		 	
	 complete	with	point	of	sale

	 Ideal	standalone	collection	to	highlight	unique	varieties	that		
	 you	won’t	find	elsewhere

3

3

Highlighting the varieties within the 
Thompson & Morgan range that have 
been developed through our own 
breeding programme

KA9967

MORNING GLORY Mini Sky Blue

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

A stunning, free-flowering climber with striking blue, star-shaped blooms. 

Ideal for growing up trellis and fences, or in pots with a climbing frame in the 

conservatory, or try growing in hanging baskets for an unusual display!

Germination:  

7-30 days 68-77°F

Plant height: 

1.5m (5ft)

Preferred position: 

Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Soak seeds overnight in tepid water before sowing, 6mm 

(
1/18in) deep, in free-draining seed compost. Place in a propagator or seal the container 

inside a polythene bag and place at 20-25˚C (68-77˚F) until after germination, which 

takes 7-30 days. Do not exclude light as this helps germination.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant when large enough to handle into 13cm (5in) 

pots of loam-based soil. Grow on in cooler, well-lit conditions for 10-15 days before 

planting out 30cm (12in) apart after all risk of frost has passed. For pot plants, plant into 

loam-based soil in 20cm (8in) pots. Grow on with plenty of light, but shade from direct 

sun. Remove spent flowers regularly.

CAUTION: Harmful if eaten.

Your satisfaction 

GUARANTEED -  

or your money back

Origin UK.

Half Hardy Annual

Sow under glass/plant indoors
Flowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Free-flowering climber with attractive deep blue flowers

• Thrives well in a container in the conservatory and in a patio pot

• Unique new breeding breakthrough

MORNING GLORY

Star-shaped 
flowers

Mini Sky Blue Easy Grow Half-Hardy Annual

17850

T60108

POPPY Supreme

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Another fabulous variety from Thompson & Morgan’s own breeding, Poppy ‘Supreme’ boasts spectacular fully double flowers which are three times larger than those of other similar papaver rhoeas varieties, and its exquisite crinkly petals with picotee edging in pink, cherry and orange tones contrast beautifully with its white centre. Perfect for sunny borders and patio pots.

Germination:  
7-14 days
Plant height: 
75cm (30in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow outdoors from spring to early summer or in the autumn for flowering the next season. Prepare the ground well, when it becomes workable by raking to a fine tilth and sow 1.5mm (1/16in) deep in rows 30cm (12in) apart. GROWING ON: They prefer a sunny site in ordinary well drained soil but will flourish in most sites and soils. Thin out the young plants to 30cm (12in) apart when the seedlings are large enough to handle. Seed sown in autumn will flower in early summer and staggered sowings through spring will extend the flowering season. CAUTION: All poppies are poisonous. 

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Annual

Direct sow/plant outdoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Flowers are 3 times larger than other similar varieties • From Thompson & Morgan’s own breeding programme • Long-flowering and multi-branching

POPPY

Super large 
poppy 

blooms

Supreme Easy Grow Hardy Annual

Thompson & Morgan  
Own Breeding hotspot

Cosmos ‘Cupcakes Mixed’ 
ATT50391

NEW FOR 2020

NEW
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WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?
	 Banners

	 Window	Posters

	 Bespoke	ranging

	 Bespoke	counter	top	displays

	 Branded	guides	for	customers		
	 to	use	in	store	and	on		
	 social	media

	 Stockist	logo

	 Access	to	packet	images	for		
	 use	on	your	website

	 New	and	effective	ways	to		
	 monitor	your	accounts		 	 	
	 performance

	 Social	Media	support

8 Where Partnerships Grow

Information and brand awareness
DRIVING SALES

The last 12 months has seen the 
introduction of a wide range of 
brand new sales drivers aiming to 
maximise your profit and help with 
consumer awareness

SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media following is 
growing daily! We are proud to be 
working even more closely with 
our customers. Tag Thompson & 
Morgan in your own social media 
content and we will like and  
share with our followers  
(where appropriate)

	 Our	social	media	includes	tips		
	 and	advice	on	what	to	do	in	the		
	 garden,	features	on	gardening		
	 trends	and	contributions	from		
	 external	bloggers	and	experts

	 We	are	often	very	happy	to		
	 feature	some	of	our	retail		
	 partners	where	possible

	 If	you	would	like	to	find	out		
	 more	or	have	any	questions,		
	 please contact your  
 Area Sales Manager

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

NEW

"We switched to 
Thompson & Morgan as 

our seed supplier last year. 
They have gone above and 

beyond in terms of supporting 
the transition, and worked 

closely with us to provide helpful 
and informative promotional 

material for 
our customers.”
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PRESS RELEASES  
AND TRADE PRESS
Thompson & Morgan are highly active in 
the trade press both through the regular 
releases of press announcements about 
news and developments with the business 
and ranges we produce, alongside several 
of Thompson & Morgan’s team being 
regular contributors and columnists in 
many trade magazines and the wider 
press 

	 We	are	always	very	keen	to	work	with		
	 our	retail	partners	on	joint	press			
	 activity	and	your	Area	Sales	Manager		
	 will	be	happy	to	discuss	this	with	you

SCHOOLS, COMMUNITIES AND 
CHARITIES
Thompson & Morgan are proud of its 
record in supporting charities and other 
worthwhile causes.

	 We	can	help	with	anything	from	a		
	 small	raffle	prize	to	charity	events	in		
	 garden	centres	and	beyond

	 Please	speak		
	 to	your	Area		
	 Sales	Manager		
	 about	any			
	 events	you	may		
	 be	organising		
	 and	how	we		
	 can	help	you	

9Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

3

3

3

EXTRA SERVICES AND SUPPORT

CLIP STRIPS  
& TILL POINT 
DISPLAYS
These offer the perfect way to 
complement your main seed display 
and would work really well at a till 
point, in the gift area, or in your 
café/restaurant

Highly	adaptable,	both	the	clip		
strips	and	the	till	point	display		
can	be	used	to	promote key   
seasonal themes	such	as	

	 Colour	themed	seed	varieties		
	 to	complement	your		
	 Scatter	Gardens	

	 Easy	to	grow	varieties	for		
	 the	school	holidays

	 Sunflowers	to	site	in	your		
	 bird	feed	area

	 Pumpkins	at	Halloween

	 Success	with	seeds		 	
	 leaflets

Supplied	free	of	charge	these	
are	a	great	way	to	really	
encourage	impulse	buys

Why	not	let	us	help	you	drive	
sales	further	with	a	bespoke	
laminated	insert	which	can	
be	branded	with	your	logo	or	
theme?	Please	contact	your	Area	
Sales	Manager	for	further	details

3

3

3

3

3

A great 
opportunity  

to encourage 
impulse  

purchases

Extra coverage in your centre NEW
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We are constantly 
looking at new ways to 
drive your sales 

Our commitment to our 
customers starts before 
the new season even 
begins!

10 Where Partnerships Grow

Working in partnership with you
WHY CHOOSE THOMPSON & MORGAN

We are
Our 

seeds 
are

An unrivalled 
brand

Offered with 
flexible payment 

options

Proud to be 
working with 

licensed partners 
such as Kew, 

National Trust 
and Mr Men

In bright and  
eye-catching  

packets

Known for our extensive 
seed range with a large 
amount of collections, 
offering something for  

all retailers!

Price held for 
another season!

Premium quality 
and regularly 

tested

RADISH Diana

These purple-topped and white-bottomed summer radishes provide 

an attractive splash of colour to the vegetable garden. Olive-shaped, 

peppery roots are ready to harvest from just 25 days after sowing. 

Sow successionally outdoors from March to September or in pots 

under glass to prolong the season.

Germination:  
5-7 days
Plant height: 
15cm (6in)
Preferred position: 
Sun or semi shade

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow thinly in broad drills, 1cm (½in) deep, 30cm (12in) 

apart in soil which has been raked to a fine tilth. Water ground regularly, especially 

during dry periods.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Thin as necessary, allowing 2.5cm (1in) between 

seedlings and keep watered to prevent bolting (running to seed) and a harvest of hot, 

pithy roots.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Vegetable

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• An exciting new colour in summer radishes!

• Harvest tasty roots from just 25 days

• Sow outdoors - or in pots under glass to extend season

Attractive 
purple 

colouring

Diana
RADISH

T08623

PRIMULA Vialii

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Primula vialli is ideal for damp, shady spots and simply stunning in large groups around boggy gardens, woodlands and the damp soil around the edges of ponds. Tiny lilac petals gradually creep up scarlet flower heads as their blooms unfurl to create a magical transformation. Cut a few of their stout stems to add to an unusual indoor floral display.

Germination:  
21-40 days 59-71°F
Plant height: 
40cm (16in)
Preferred position: 
Sun or part shade

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed on the surface of moist, well-drained seed compost and cover with a sprinkling of vermiculite or compost. Place in a cool place, at a temperature of 15-22°C (59-71°F) until after germination which takes 21-40 days. Germination can be erratic taking much longer. If germination does not occur move to cold conditions 4°C (40°F), for 4-6 weeks then return to warmth for germination. GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When seedlings are large enough to handle, transplant into trays or 7.5cm (3in) pots. Grow on in cooler conditions before planting out after all risk of frost. Can also be sown into a cold frame in autumn. Prefers a damp soil with plenty or added organic matter in partial sun. Do not allow the roots to dry out.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Perennial

Sow under glass/plant indoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Perfect perennial for tricky damp areas of the garden • Flower heads appear to change colour over time • Can be used as an unusual cut flower

PRIMULA

Ideal for 
damp areas 

or pond  
edges 

Vialii Hardy Perennial
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11Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

WHY CHOOSE THOMPSON & MORGAN

All year  
round  
we will

During  
the season  

we will

Before  
the new 
season 
we will

Analyse your 
previous 

season’s sales

Present all of 
our products 
to really push 

your customers 
impulse purchases

Ensure 
replenishment 

orders are 
placed regularly

Offer you 
full account 

management 
from display set 
ups to ordering, 

returns and 
uplifts

Maximise your 
sales through 

seasonal 
opportunities

Commit to 
launching yet 

more sales 
drivers to 

help our team 
maximise 

opportunities 
with you

Make 
recommendations  
to ensure the best 

ranges are  
in place

Regularly monitor 
your range’s 
performance 
and review 
accordingly

Continue to 
support you with 

any additional 
projects or 

special events

Agree a call 
frequency to 
match your 

requirements

Look at new 
ways to drive 

the Thompson & 
Morgan brand

Work with you 
as a trusted 

trading partner 
and not just a 
seed supplier

65223 A4 40pp Sales Brochure.indd   11 26/04/2019   14:41



YOUR CENTRE YOUR CHOICE
Our core flower, vegetable and peas and beans ranges 
offer a ‘mix and match’ choice of seed displays to best 
suit the space you have

	 Create	a	display	to	fit	any	area	-	geared	to	suit		 	
	 your	needs	and	those	of	your	customers	

	 Maximising	sales	per	metre	potential

	 Choose	from	1-10	stands	of	flowers,	1-9	stands		 	
	 of	vegetables	and	1-3	stands	of	peas	and	beans

	 All	supported	by	high	impact	point	of	sale

	 Seed	packets	carry	USP	flashes		
	 and	pictorial	roundels	to	give		
	 customers	“at	a	glance”	key		 	 	 	
	 variety	information

12 Where Partnerships Grow

Offering you and your customers the most  
comprehensive range available

CORE RANGE

Enhance  
your A-Z seed  
collection with 

one of the many 
additional ranges 

or feature  
hot spots

3

3

3
3

3
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NEW VARIETIES  
& KEY SELLERS
	 Highlights	new	varieties,		
	 best	sellers	and	trial		
	 price	lines

	 Stimulates		
	 impulse	buys

	 Aides	stand		
	 navigation

GROW YOUR OWN
	Informative	point	of	sale	guiding	consumers	to		 	

							what,	when	and	where	to	sow	our	full	range	of		 	
	 flowers	and	vegetables

	 Available	as	a	12	hook	board,	or	as	A3/A4		 	
	 laminated	copies	to	site	around	your	seed	displays		
	 or	in	other	complementary	locations

3

3

13Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

POINT OF SALE

3

3

3

3

HEADER BOARDS
	 Clean	and	bright	header	boards	to	draw		
	 consumers	to	the	seed	area

	 Instant	brand	recognition

	 Key	category	identifiers

	 More	hotspot	headers	have	been	updated	for	the		
	 new	season	creating	an	even	greater	visual	impact!

SUCCESS WITH SEEDS
	 Success	with	Seeds	helps	to	explain	key			 	
	 terminology,	germination	and	aftercare	with	useful		
	 tips	and	information	to	help	consumers	get	the	best		
	 out	of	their	sowing		
	 and	growing

	 Dedicated	leaflet		
	 displays	within	the	core		
	 flower	and	vegetable		
	 ranges

	 Size	of	a	standard	
	 seed	packet	and	hooks		
	 onto	the	display	stand

	 Why	not	display		
	 within	a	counter	top		
	 unit?

	 It’s Free!

3

3

3

3

SECTION HEADERS
	 Highlighting	key	categories	assisting	ease	of	selection

One of the most versatile vegetables, sweet flavoured,  

use raw or cooked in sweet and savoury dishes

Carrots

54602

TM19002.02 Carrot 3-Hook Board 306x130mm.indd   3

29/03/2018   11:29

54594

Fast and easy and look after themselvesFlowers are edible

Nasturtiums

TM19002.02 Nasturtiums 3-Hook Board 306x130mm.indd   1

13/04/2018   15:11

Unusual heart-shaped fruits,  
ideal for the vegetable plot 

or greenhouse

33454

Tomato 
Gourmandia 

F1 Hybrid

PLANT

of  �e year

 F

LOWER 

 V
EG

ETABLE
 

2020
of  �e year
2020

of  �e year
2020

An excellent cut flower  

with impressively large,  

double blooms

33489

Zinnia 
Queeny 
Mixed

PLANT

of  �e year

 F

LOWER 

 V
EG

ETABLE
 

2020
of  �e year
2020

of  �e year
2020

NEW

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & MorganExperts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & MorganExperts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & MorganExperts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & MorganExperts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

3

3

3

3

3
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14 Where Partnerships Grow

NEW HOTSPOTS

AUTUMN RANGES - NEW FOR 2020
Want an all year round seed display but limited on space? Make use 
of the seed area during the quieter months with a small autumn range, 
highlighting the key varieties to sow during autumn and winter along with 
customer favorites

 Highlighting autumn sowing varieties to the end consumer,    
 covering peas and beans, vegetables and flowers

 Available as 4 x 60cm stand or 6 x 60cm stand collections

 Multiple facings allocated to key autumn varieties and best sellers

Heat up your autumn campaign

3

3

3

T00303

BRUSSELS SPROUT Bedford

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU
Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Popular variety, with the largest, most solid sprouts and the heaviest 
yields often coming from this famous variety, providing a continuous crop 
from early autumn to Christmas.

Germination:  
7 days
Plant height: 
75cm (2.5ft)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow thinly into a well-prepared seed bed. Make 
successional sowings, 1cm (½in) deep in drills 30cm (12in) apart.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Thin seedlings to 10cm (4in) apart when large enough 
to handle, then later transplant to final position, allowing 75cmx75cm (30x30in) 
between plants. Water well until plants are established.
SERVING SUGGESTION: Stir-fry with oil and soy sauce, and serve with chopped 
hazelnuts.

Rich in pro-vitamin A and the B vitamins. Brussels Sprouts contain more 
vitamin C than any other vegetable.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Vegetable

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Generous crops of firm, sweet buttons
• Excellent holding qualities during winter period
• Harvest early autumn to Christmas

Bedford
BRUSSELS SPROUT

25%
 

EXTRA 

SEED FREE

to
 5 a day

G
row your w

ay

5

22766

NEW

Available  
as 4x or  
6x 60cm  
stands

65223 A4 40pp Sales Brochure.indd   14 26/04/2019   14:41



15Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

NEW HOTSPOTS

Why you should grow from seed
Packet to Plate is a brand new collection of vegetable and 
fruit varieties that show how easy, quick and cost effective 
it is to grow from seed. There is a wide range of seeds to 
choose from to suit all tastes

	 Split	into	three	clear	sections,	customers	can	choose		 	
	 from	high	yielding,	easy	to	grow	or	fast	growing	varieties

	 PRICE -	An	average	packet	of	seed	costs	between		 	
	 £1.50-£3.00.	From	this	you	can	get	large	crops,	often		 	
	 producing	hundreds	of	plants

	 SPEED -	Some	varieties	are	ready	to	eat	in	as	little	as		
	 30	days	from	planting

	 EASE -	Some	varieties	can	be	sown	straight	into	the		 	
	 ground	and	are	easy	to	grow

	 23	vegetable	varieties	and	1	fruit

	 Where	relevant	tips	are	given	on	packets	on	how	to		 	
	 promote	further	growth	and	maximise	crops

 Prices from £1.99 to £3.99

From 
Packet...

...To  
Plate

PACKET TO PLATE - NEW FOR 2020

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

NEW
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16 Where Partnerships Grow

YEAR OF THE RUDBECKIA & CUCUMBER 

Year of the... 

A brand new hot spot showcasing the best 
rudbeckias, enjoying increasing popularity for their 
late-summer flowers, and cucumbers that are bred to 
be easier to grow in the UK

 A collection of 3 rudbeckias and 6 cucumbers with  
 a mixture of colour and flavours 

 Supporting point of sale to attract consumer   
 attention

 Available as a 30cm stand

 Prices from  £0.99 to £4.49

3

3

3

3

RUDBECKIA & CUCUMBER - 
NEW FOR 2020

YEAR OF THE RUDBECKIA
33457

33457 Year of the Rudbeckia 3-Hook Board 306x130mm.indd   1

13/02/2019   08:59

NEW

Rudbeckia ‘Cherry Brandy’ 
ATT05318

Cucumber ‘Swing’ F1 Hybrid 
ATT00039

YEAR OF THE CUCUMBER
33458

33458 Year of the Cucumber 3-Hook Board 306x130mm.indd   1

13/02/2019   09:03
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17Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

KA9949

ARGEMONE platyceras (Prickly Poppy)

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Bees and other insects just love these beautiful big papery flower 

heads which open up to measure 15cm (6in) across! Their 

distinctive prickly leaves and stems are a good defence against 

pests! Plants grow well in a dry, sunny position in beds or borders.

Germination:  
10 days
Plant height: 
40cm (15in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow outdoors where they are to flower. Prepare 

the ground well and rake to a fine tilth. Sow 0.5cm (¼in) deep. Keep the ground 

moist. 

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Thin seedlings out, allowing 25cm (10in) 

between plants. Deadhead regularly to prolong flowering. 

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Annual

Direct sow/plant outdoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Loved by bees and other beneficial pollinating insects

• Huge stunning flower heads

• Thrives in hot, dry sandy soils

ARGEMONE

Huge 15cm 
blooms!

platyceras (Prickly Poppy)  Easy Grow Hardy Annual

17804

All of our seed ranges are put 
together following extensive sales 
analysis, ensuring the end result is a 
well balanced mix of new varieties, 
breadth of range and traditional 
gardener’s favourites

Tailor~made to maximise your sales

CREATE YOUR OWN
We can also work with you and your own sales data 
to tailor make something more bespoke for your 
customers, from a one stand hotspot to a main 
spring range

We have a wide range of display options available, and 
can help with anything from filling a small counter top 
unit, or a spinner, to a larger display of our modular 
stands

 Is there something you are frequently asked for by  
 your customers that you would like to feature?

 Would you like to site your own best sellers in a   
 separate area of your garden centre?

 How about a constant display of sow-now   
 varieties you could position near the tills to   
 generate impulse purchases?

 We can work with you to  
 achieve a range that fits  
 your brief

 EPOS data required.  
 Conditions apply.  
 Please contact your      
 Area Sales Manager for     
 further details

NEW VARIETIES
Our extensive range of fantastic new varieties 
available in a single hotspot

This stand really has something to tempt everyone. 
For the flower grower, varieties include the slightly 
more unusual Linum through to customers favourite 
Sunflowers. For the vegetable grower, a range of 
Lettuces, Peppers, and even a Watermelon to tickle 
the tastebuds

 Supported with category POS

 Available as a 60cm stand

 19 flowers and 30 vegetables

 Prices from £0.99 to £3.99

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

"With the help of  
Thompson & Morgan we 

decided to try a bespoke range 
for 2019. Flowers are up  

by 10%. Veg are up by 35%. 
I personally believe going 

bespoke has been good for 
us, the figures don’t lie.”

POPULAR HOTSPOTS

65223 A4 40pp Sales Brochure.indd   17 26/04/2019   14:41



Perfect  
stand-alone  

features - ideal 
for locating at 

restaurant

18 Where Partnerships Grow

Most popular  
 hotspot options

POPULAR HOTSPOTS

From the mild, sweet and aromatic 
to the hottest of hot! There’s a herb 
and a pepper for every palette. 
Here’s our ever-popular Herb and 
Pepper hotspots

HERB
Dragon F1

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

FE
N

N
EL

Outdoor

Attractive, rounded bulbs

FENNEL Dragon F1 Hybrid

Herb

KB0441Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Modern breeding has produced a more dwarf habit where the leaves 

remain green and healthy without yellowing or bolting. Rounded, white 

bulbs have a delicious aniseed flavour. Try grating a bulb and chopping 

up some leaves to add to mixed summer and autumnal salads. 

Germination:  
7-14 days 68-77°F
Plant height: 
75cm (30in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed in pots or trays using a good 

free-draining seed compost 6-13mm (¼-½in) deep at 20-25°C (68-77°F). 

Germination usually takes 7-14 days.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant/plant out once all risk of frost has 

passed, 30cm (12in) between plants, in rows 45cm (17in) apart.

SERVING SUGGESTION: Fennel is a tasty accompaniment to fish, 

seafood, chicken and potatoes. Enjoy fennel raw or cook it by braising, 

grilling, boiling, sautéing or adding to a soup. The green feathery tops can 

be used to enhance the flavour of a dish by chopping finely and sprinkling on 

top as a garnish.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Sow under glass/plant indoors Harvest

J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D

• Can be harvested in both summer and autumn

• Good heat tolerance and bolting resistance during hot summers

• Autumn-harvested bulbs have a longer storage period

HERB
Dragon F1

Thompson & MorganExperts in the garden since 1855

FEN
N

EL

Outdoor

Attractive, rounded bulbs

FENNEL Dragon F1 Hybrid

Herb

Modern breeding has produced a more dwarf habit where the leaves remain green and healthy without yellowing or bolting. Rounded, white bulbs have a delicious aniseed flavour. Try grating a bulb and chopping up some leaves to add to mixed summer and autumnal salads. 

Germination:  
7-14 days 68-77°F
Plant height: 
75cm (30in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed in pots or trays using a good free-draining seed compost 6-13mm (¼-½in) deep at 20-25°C (68-77°F). Germination usually takes 7-14 days.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant/plant out once all risk of frost has passed, 30cm (12in) between plants, in rows 45cm (17in) apart. SERVING SUGGESTION: Fennel is a tasty accompaniment to fish, seafood, chicken and potatoes. Enjoy fennel raw or cook it by braising, grilling, boiling, sautéing or adding to a soup. The green feathery tops can be used to enhance the flavour of a dish by chopping finely and sprinkling on top as a garnish.

Sow under glass/plant indoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Can be harvested in both summer and autumn • Good heat tolerance and bolting resistance during hot summers • Autumn-harvested bulbs have a longer storage period

HERBS
42 varieties available as a 60cm hotspot complete 
with high impact point of sale 

 High visual impact of this key category with stylish  
 eye-catching packet design

 Ideal stand-alone themed display with    
 contemporary imagery

 Quick, clear reference guide showing where to   
 grow your herbs - windowsill/outdoor

 Prices from £0.99 to £2.99

PEPPERS
23 varieties available as a 30cm hotspot  
complete with high impact point of sale 

 A wide ranging category ever increasing  
in popularity

 A collection of top-selling varieties

 From sweet salad peppers to the hottest  
of the hot chilis

 High visual impact with T&M’s Pepper Meter

 Eye catching fiery packets and  
point of sale

 High impact focal point within the  
display or as a stand-alone feature

 Prices from £0.99 to £3.69

 

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

MILD FIERY

0 
 2 

 4  6  8  10

PEPPER METERPEPPER METER

3

3
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POPULAR HOTSPOTS

Themed feature displays

SWEET PEAS
For fragrance, cutting and beauty in the garden 

 A one stop shop for sweet pea lovers

 30 varieties from singles to doubles, climbers to  
 ground cover

 Available as a 30cm or 60cm stand

 Prices from £1.99 to £2.99

Increase your turnover with pre-designed, or seasonal  
hotspots, aimed at driving incremental sales  
throughout the season

WILD FLOWERS
Supporting the trend in wild flowers, and encouraging 
beneficial insects and wildlife into the garden

 A collection of 25 single varieties and mixtures of  
 everyone’s favourite wild flowers, creating a little bit  
 of the countryside in the garden

 Available as a 30cm or 60cm stand

 Prices from £2.49 to £5.99

3

3

3

3

3

3

Also available  
as a 30cm 

hotspot - perfect 
for autumn 

sowing

Also available  
as a 30cm 

hotspot - create 
a natural wildlife  

haven

3
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PLANTS FOR  
POLLINATORS
	 Varieties	satisfying	current		
	 trends	and	environmental		 	 	 	
	 concerns

	 Select	from	a	range	of		 	 	 	 	
	 ornamental	flowering		
	 plants	ideal	for		 	 	 	 	 	
	 attracting	beneficial		
	 insects	into	the	garden

	 A	perfect	complement		
	 to	the	Wild	Flower	collection

	 Available	as	a	60cm	stand	or	create	your	own

	 Prices from £1.99 to £3.69

SEED TAPES - BACK BY  
POPULAR DEMAND 
Each seed tape is manufactured with a  
backing layer of weed suppressant  
material, offering the gardener an easy,  
weed free gardening experience

Seeds	will	grow	through	the	backing	layer,		
but	weeds	are	not	able	to	penetrate		
upwards,	leaving	a	neat	weed	free	row		
of	flowers	and	vegetables

	 Available	as	a	60cm	stand

	 Landscape	packets

	 4	flower	and	8	vegetable	varieties		
	 of	customer	favourites

 RRP £2.99

A collection of fun 
vegetable and flower 
characters featured on 
colourful packets for green 
fingered youngsters

	
Available	as	a	30cm		

	 stand

	 14	varieties	–	8	flowers		
	 and	6	vegetables

	 RRP £1.69

20 Where Partnerships Grow

POPULAR HOTSPOTS

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Super Seeds
for green-fingered kids!

ST00966

1.  

2.  Make 10mm (½

3. 

4.  
the soil well.

S O W

HAR V ES T

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Easy Sow
Seed Tape

With weed 
suppressing 
technology!

Cut to size!
Carrot F lyaway F 1

3
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POPULAR HOTSPOTS

Eye~catching incentives
BEST SELLERS
A tailor made vegetable collection based on 
Thompson & Morgan’s proven customer favourites!

From the traditional Beetroot Boltardy, to the more 
recently launched Carrot Sweet Imperator, this range 
covers varieties with exceptionally high invoiced sales 
and low returns. 

 Available as a 60cm stand

 23 vegetables

 Prices from £1.99 to £4.49

99P TRIAL PRICE
A complementary range of 99p 
flower and vegetable lines at a 
low price point with any other 
purchase from the Thompson  
& Morgan seed range

 Available as a 60cm stand

 Full pictorial packets

 56 flowers and 10    
 vegetables

 RRP £0.99
3

3

3

Guaranteed  
sales wih  

our proven 
customer 
favorites

Perfect  
low cost sales 

maximiser!

LETTUCE Four Colour Mizuna Mixed F1 Hybrid

Attractive ‘Oriental Greens’ mix with eat-all, tender mild leaves and slender stems. Sow a few seeds each month in pots or trays on a windowsill inside for year-round ‘salad leaves’; however, spring sowings that produce larger plants to transplant outdoors, may bolt.

Germination:  
4-7 days 68-77°F
Plant height: 
30cm (12in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS FOR SALAD LEAVES INDOORS (ALL YEAR ROUND): 

Vegetable

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Mild peppery tasting salad leaf mix
• Transplant outdoors 25-36 plants per m² for mature leaves • Harvest August to October or to heavy frosts

99p
Trial Price*

Lettuce
Four Colour Mizuna Mix F1

*with any other purchase from the T&M seed range RRP £2.69

3

3

3

3

KA9980

CALENDULA Playtime Mix

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

An award-winning variety due to its consistent level of quality. This 

exciting mix includes single, semi-double and double blooms in a 

variety of bright, pastel and buff colours. 

Germination:  
10-21 days
Plant height: 
60cm (23in)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow outdoors where they are to flower. Prepare the ground 

well and rake to a fine tilth before sowing. Sow 12mm (¼in) deep, in rows 30cm (12in) 

apart.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When large enough to handle, thin out seedlings to 

20cm (8in) apart.

FOR SPRING/SUMMER FLOWERING POT PLANTS: Sow in a cool greenhouse or 

conservatory in late summer/early autumn. Grow on cool in full light and water sparingly.

The petals can be used as a substitute for saffron and added to soups, rice or 

omelettes. They also make a bright addition to salads. Write to us for a free leaflet with 

recipes for a wide range of edible flowers.

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Origin UK.

Hardy Annual

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsFlowers

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Large flowers on compact plants 

• Blooms with unique colours

• Flowers are edible and ideal in salads

17880

99p
Trial Price*
Calendula

Playtime Mix
*with any other purchase from the T&M seed range RRP £2.49
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MR. MEN & LITTLE MISS
A range of seeds to get young gardeners (and 
some older gardeners!) growing. This range is 
a selection of varieties that we know kids love, 
which are easy to grow and get fast results

	 The	packets	feature	the	iconic	Mr.	Men	and		
	 Little	Miss	designs	that	are	instantly
	 recognisable	and	loved	all	over	the	world

	 A	variety	of	display	solutions	are	available	for		
	 this	range,	meaning	it	can	be	displayed	not		
	 only	with	seeds,	but	also	in	the	childrens		
	 and	gifting	areas

	 15	varieties	available,	5	flowers,		
	 8	vegetables	and	2	peas	and	beans

	 Available	as	30cm	stand

	 RRP £1.99

22 Where Partnerships Grow

MR. MEN & LITTLE MISS

Encourage a new generation  
of gardeners

3

3

© 2018 THOIP

3

3

3

A range  
of displays are 
available - ask  

your Area Sales 
Manager for  

details
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A blossoming partnership
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NATIONAL TRUST RANGE
Following a successful launch last season the National 
Trust range continues to go from strength to strength.  
This range features products selected in association  
with the National Trust.

	 This	range	focuses	on	complementing	the	National		 	
	 Trust’s	ambition	to	help	nurture	wildlife	and	will		
	 allow	customers	to	do	this	in	their	own	gardens.

	 Featuring	products	that	can	be	found	in		National		
	 Trust	gardens,	allowing	customers	to	take	a	little	bit		 	
	 of	the	National	Trust	home	with	them.

	 We	know	both	new	and	existing	customers	are		
	 very	excited	about	this	association	and	every		
	 purchase	from	the	range	will	contribute	to		
	 the	Trust’s	ongoing	conservation	work

	 A	mix	of	over	50	flowers,	vegetables	and		
	 peas	and	beans

 Prices from £2.49 to £2.99

3

3

SWISS CHARD Bright Lights

For the vegetable and flower border HARVEST June - December 

80
SEEDS

A minimum of £7,500 will be given to the National Trust through the sale of products in the National Trust range.

NTKA7419

Rainbow-coloured stems, packed full of nutrients and goodness. Guaranteed to brighten the vegetable patch or flower border. The mildly-flavoured stems are ready to harvest as ‘babyleaf’ from 35-40 days, as larger plants from 55 days, or fully mature from 70 days. Great for salads or steaming. 

Germination:  
7-10 days
Plant height: 
50cm (20in)
Preferred position: 
Sun or part shade

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed thinly, 2cm (¾in) deep in drills 30cm (12in) apart.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Thin seedlings to 2.5cm (1in) for babyleaf or 20cm (8in) for larger plants,or 30cm (12in) for fully mature plants. Harvest stems as required, picking only a few from each plant.
SERVING SUGGESTION: Steam and serve with butter. Delicious!Rich in fibre, pro-vitamin A, vitamins C and K.

Produced by Thompson & Morgan Ltd under licence from National Trust (Enterprises) 
Limited (a subsidiary of the National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty, 
registered charity number 205846)
Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BUCall: 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.comStandard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED or your money back

Hardy Biennial
• Decorative vegetable, perfect for borders and containers• Tasty and nutritious
• Use as salad leaves when young, or chards/spinach when mature

Harvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

Direct sow/plant outdoors

NT 10991_00045_0618 Swiss Chard Bright Lights v2.indd   1
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SWISS CHARD
Bright Lights

For the vegetable and flower border

HARVEST June - December 

80
SEEDS

A minimum of £7,500 will be given to the National Trust through the 

sale of products in the National Trust range.

NTKA7419

Rainbow-coloured stems, packed full of nutrients and goodness. Guaranteed to 

brighten the vegetable patch or flower border. The mildly-flavoured stems are 

ready to harvest as ‘babyleaf’ from 35-40 days, as larger plants from 55 days, or 

fully mature from 70 days. Great for salads or steaming. 

Germination:  
7-10 days
Plant height: 
50cm (20in)
Preferred position: 
Sun or part shade

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed thinly, 2cm (¾in) deep in drills 30cm (12in) 

apart.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Thin seedlings to 2.5cm (1in) for babyleaf or 20cm 

(8in) for larger plants,or 30cm (12in) for fully mature plants. Harvest stems as 

required, picking only a few from each plant.

SERVING SUGGESTION: Steam and serve with butter. Delicious!

Rich in fibre, pro-vitamin A, vitamins C and K.

Produced by Thompson & Morgan Ltd under licence from National Trust (Enterprises) 

Limited (a subsidiary of the National Trust for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty, 

registered charity number 205846)

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Call: 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED 
or your money back

Hardy Biennial
• Decorative vegetable, perfect for borders and containers

• Tasty and nutritious

• Use as salad leaves when young, or chards/spinach when mature

Harvest

JFMAMJJASOND

Direct sow/plant outdoors

NT 10991_00045_0618 Swiss Chard Bright Lights v2.indd   1
28/09/2018   16:00
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EG07164

CORNFLOWER Dwarf Blue Midget

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed outdoors April/May where they are to flower. Prepare the ground by raking to a fine tilth before sowing. Sow 6mm (¼in) deep, in rows 30cm (12in) apart.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When large enough to handle, thin out seedlings to 30cm (12in) apart.

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Superb dwarf variety of blue cornflower, compact and easy-to-grow with abundant flowers. Even suitable for patio containers and windowboxes.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BUContact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Origin UK.

Sow outdoors:
Apr-May

Sowing depth: 
Sow 6mm deep

Plant height: 
20-30cm (8-12in)

Flowers: 
Jun-Sept

Hardy Annual

Cornflower Dwarf Blue Midget

EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, dwarf blue cornflower
Sow: Apr-May  Flowers: June-Sept

Quick  
and easy  
to grow

EDIBLE FLOWERS 
These flowers have a sweet 
to spicy clove-like flavour. 
Petals can be used as a 
garnish on salads, pasta 
and omelette dishes.  
Write in for an Edible 
Flowers recipe leaflet.

EG02961

HOLLYHOCK Chaters Mixed

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of good free draining compost and cover with a fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Seal container inside a polythene bag and place at 15-20˚C (59-68F) until after germination which can take 10-12 days. Do not exclude daylight as this helps germination.
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings, when large enough to handle, into pots. Grow on in cooler conditions for 10-15 days, before planting out after all risk of frost, 60cm (24in) apart. Overwinter autumn sowings in a coldframe or cool greenhouse and plant out the following spring.

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Tall-growing cottage garden favourite. These easy-to-grow perennials are perfect for the back of sunny borders, with fully double blooms in bright colours. 

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BUContact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Origin UK.

Sow under glass/ 
plant outdoors:
Feb-Mar & Sept-Oct Sowing depth: 

Sow on surface of 
good free-draining 
seed compost.

Plant height: 
1.5-1.8m (5-6ft)

Flowers: 
Jul-Sept

Hardy Biennial

Hollyhock Chaters Mixed

EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, cottage garden favourite Sow: Feb-Mar & Sept-Oct  Flowers: Jul-Sept

Ideal for  
the back of  

borders

EDIBLE FLOWERS 
Flower petals can be 
mixed with salad leaves, 
or crystallised and used 
on desserts and cakes.  
Write in for an Edible 
Flowers recipe leaflet.

EG00988

BEETROOT Chioggia

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Direct sow beetroot seeds outdoors from March to June in a weed free, sunny position in fertile, light, well drained soil. Sow beetroot seeds thinly in shallow drills at a depth of 3cm (1in) and 30cm (12in) apart. Germination will usually take 12 to 24 days. 
GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When large enough to handle, thin out the seedlings within each row to 10cm (4in) apart. Later thinnings will be suitable for using in salads. Harvest when roots reach about 4cm (1½in) in diameter or more. The smaller the root the better the quality.
Beet can be stored by lifting the remaining roots; twist off the tops and store in boxes of slightly damp sand in frost-free conditions. 

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

A striking globe variety with orange-pink skins and an appealing ‘bullseye’ formation of red and white rings on the inside, fading to soft pink when cooked. Sweet, tender and succulent.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BUContact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Standard seeds - complies with  
EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Sow outdoors:
Mar-June

Sowing depth: 
Sow 3cm deep.

Vegetable

Beetroot Chioggia

EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, sweet, tender and succulent Sow: Mar-June  Harvest: June-Oct

Striking 
globe beet 

variety

HEALTHY VEG TIP
Roots are rich in 
potassium, folate and 
Vitamin C. Tops can be 
eaten, when young, like 
spinach and are rich 
in beta-carotene,  
calcium and iron.

Plant height: 
30cm (12in)

Harvest: 
June-Oct 

EG00988

BEETROOT Chioggia

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Direct sow beetroot seeds outdoors from March 

to June in a weed free, sunny position in fertile, light, well drained soil. Sow 

beetroot seeds thinly in shallow drills at a depth of 3cm (1in) and 30cm (12in) 

apart. Germination will usually take 12 to 24 days. 

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When large enough to handle, thin out the 

seedlings within each row to 10cm (4in) apart. Later thinnings will be suitable 

for using in salads. Harvest when roots reach about 4cm (1½in) in diameter 

or more. The smaller the root the better the quality.

Beet can be stored by lifting the remaining roots; twist off the tops and store 

in boxes of slightly damp sand in frost-free conditions. 

100% HAPPY Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

A striking globe variety with orange-pink skins and an appealing 

‘bullseye’ formation of red and white rings on the inside, fading to soft 

pink when cooked. Sweet, tender and succulent.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Standard seeds - complies with  

EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Sow outdoors:

Mar-June
Sowing depth: 
Sow 3cm deep.

Vegetable

Beetroot Chioggia
EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, sweet, tender and succulent

Sow: Mar-June  Harvest: June-Oct

Striking 
globe beet 

variety
HEALTHY VEG TIP
Roots are rich in 
potassium, folate and 

Vitamin C. Tops can be 

eaten, when young, like 

spinach and are rich 

in beta-carotene,  
calcium and iron.

Plant height: 
30cm (12in)

Harvest: 
June-Oct 

EG07164

CORNFLOWER Dwarf Blue Midget

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow seed outdoors April/May where they are to 

flower. Prepare the ground by raking to a fine tilth before sowing. Sow 6mm 

(¼in) deep, in rows 30cm (12in) apart.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: When large enough to handle, thin out 

seedlings to 30cm (12in) apart.

100% HAPPY Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Superb dwarf variety of blue cornflower, compact and easy-to-

grow with abundant flowers. Even suitable for patio containers and 

windowboxes.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Origin UK.

Sow outdoors:

Apr-May
Sowing depth: 
Sow 6mm deep

Plant height: 
20-30cm (8-12in)

Flowers: 
Jun-Sept

Hardy Annual

Cornflower Dwarf Blue Midget
EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, dwarf blue cornflower

Sow: Apr-May  Flowers: June-Sept

Quick  
and easy  
to grow

EDIBLE FLOWERS 
These flowers have a sweet 

to spicy clove-like flavour. 

Petals can be used as a 

garnish on salads, pasta 

and omelette dishes.  

Write in for an Edible 
Flowers recipe leaflet.

EASY GROW
The Easy Grow seed range, from Thompson  
& Morgan, offers traditional quality at everyday  
prices. It presents a balanced selection of flowers  
and vegetables providing customers with well-known, 
easy to grow, favourites at value for money prices 

	 This	range	features	bright,	eye-catching	packets		
	 and	display,	ideal	as	a	complementary	or	stand-		
	 alone	range

	 Simple	growing	instructions	on	the	reverse	of		 	
	 packets

	 185	varieties	of	flowers,	vegetables,	peas		 	
	 &	beans	across	a	range	of	collections

	 Prices from  
 £1.59 to £1.89

24 Where Partnerships Grow

Easy gardening at 
fantastic prices 

EASY GROW

 
"This range offers  

those looking for a lower 
price point a great option, 
with best selling varieties 
sold at a great value price  

in a distinctive packet".
Joseph Cordy  

Head of B2B Sales

3

3

3

3

CHILLI PEPPER Spangles

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of a free-draining compost 

and cover with a fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Place in a propagator at 

18-20˚C (64-68˚F) until after germination, which takes up to 14 days. Transplant 

seedlings when large enough to handle into 7.5cm (3in) pots.

FOR INDOOR CROPS: Plant 2 plants per growbag or individually into 20cm (8in) 

pots. Plant height up to 40cm (16in) when grown in a container.

 Gradually acclimatise plants to outdoor conditions for a 

A stunning ornamental edible, but also a very good culinary variety. The 

attractive flowers are followed by conical chillies which ripen from light 

purple through white, to orange and finally bright red. With a fairly mild 

heat and a sweet fragrant flavour they are excellent for sweet chilli sauce.

Vegetable

Chilli Pepper Spangles
EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, mild, sweet, chilli peppers

Sow: Feb-Apr  Harvest: Jul-Oct

Unusual 
strawberry 

shaped 
chilli

EGKA9864

CHILLI PEPPER Spangles

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of a free-draining compost and cover with a fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Place in a propagator at 18-20˚C (64-68˚F) until after germination, which takes up to 14 days. Transplant seedlings when large enough to handle into 7.5cm (3in) pots.
FOR INDOOR CROPS: Plant 2 plants per growbag or individually into 20cm (8in) pots. Plant height up to 40cm (16in) when grown in a container.
FOR OUTDOOR CROPS: Gradually acclimatise plants to outdoor conditions for a few days before planting 45cm (18in) apart in sunny, fertile, moist, well-drained soil. Plant in final situation from early June once frost risk has passed and protect from biting winds. Plant height up to 70cm (28in) if planted in a sunny spot in the garden.Feed weekly with tomato fertiliser once first fruits have set. 

100%
HAPPY

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

A stunning ornamental edible, but also a very good culinary variety. The attractive flowers are followed by conical chillies which ripen from light purple through white, to orange and finally bright red. With a fairly mild heat and a sweet fragrant flavour they are excellent for sweet chilli sauce.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BUContact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Standard seeds - complies with  
EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Sow under glass/ 
plant outdoors:
Feb-Apr Sowing depth: 

Sow on surface of 
good free-draining 
seed compost.

Vegetable

Chilli Pepper Spangles

EASY GROW

Unusual 
strawberry 

shaped 
chilli

Plant height: 
75cm (30in)

Harvest: 
Jul-Oct  

Easy Grow Complete
4 stands; 2 flowers  
and 2 vegetables

Easy Grow Best Sellers
1 stand of flower and vegetables

Easy Grow Flowers
Choose from 1 or 2 stands of flowers 

Easy Grow Vegetables
Choose from 1 or 2 stands of vegetables 

Due to the 
success of the 

range

Four collections are 
now available

Or create 
your own! 

EG02961

HOLLYHOCK Chaters Mixed

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of good free draining 

compost and cover with a fine sprinkling of compost or vermiculite. Seal 

container inside a polythene bag and place at 15-20˚C (59-68F) until after 

germination which can take 10-12 days. Do not exclude daylight as this 

helps germination.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings, when large enough 

to handle, into pots. Grow on in cooler conditions for 10-15 days, before 

planting out after all risk of frost, 60cm (24in) apart. Overwinter autumn 

sowings in a coldframe or cool greenhouse and plant out the following 

spring.

100% HAPPY Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

Tall-growing cottage garden favourite. These easy-to-grow perennials 

are perfect for the back of sunny borders, with fully double blooms in 

bright colours. 

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Origin UK.

Sow under glass/ 
plant outdoors:

Feb-Mar & Sept-OctSowing depth: 
Sow on surface of 
good free-draining 
seed compost.

Plant height: 
1.5-1.8m (5-6ft)

Flowers: 
Jul-Sept

Hardy Biennial

Hollyhock Chaters Mixed
EASY GROW

From

Easy to grow, cottage garden favourite

Sow: Feb-Mar & Sept-Oct  Flowers: Jul-Sept

Ideal for  
the back of  

borders

EDIBLE FLOWERS 
Flower petals can be 

mixed with salad leaves, 

or crystallised and used 

on desserts and cakes.  

Write in for an Edible 

Flowers recipe leaflet.
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Organic Collection
T&M’S ORGANIC 
VEGETABLE AND 
HERB RANGE
A range of 24 well-known, high 
performing, flavoursome varieties at 
everyday prices

	 Available	as	a	30cm	stand

	 Prices from £2.29 to £2.99

FIVE PILLARS OF 
ORGANIC GROWING
 Build and maintain soil health	-		 	
	 The	soil	is	full	of	life,	which		 	
	 supports	healthy	plant	growth

 Encourage biodiversity -		The	soil		
	 is	full	of	life,	which	supports		 	
	 healthy	plant	growth

 Use resources responsibly -		 	
	 The	organic	grower	uses	resources		
	 sustainably,	with	minimum	damage		
	 to	the	planet.

 Avoid using harmful chemicals -		
	 Toxic	chemicals	used	to	kill	weeds,		
	 diseases	and	pests	can	damage	the		
	 health	of	your	growing	area,	and	all		
	 the	life-forms	within	and	beyond	it.

 Maintain a healthy growing area -		
	 Keeping	your	growing	area	in		 	
	 good	health,	rather	than	just		 	
	 pest	and	disease	free,	is	at	the		 	
	 heart	of	organic	growing.	A	diverse		
	 and	vigorous	growing	system,	good		
	 hygiene,	and	close	observation	all		
	 help	prevent	problems.

Certified Organic
By The Soil Association

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

25

ORGANIC VEGETABLES

Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 
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KEW URBAN GARDEN
Thompson & Morgan are proud to work with Kew to 
bring you two collections selected and endorsed by 
the experts at Kew. Expelling the myth you need a 
large garden to be a flower and vegetable grower

	
Quality	brand	image

	 Worldwide	recognition	-	highly	recognisable		
	 to	consumers

	 All	varieties	chosen	for	their	ability	to	perform		 	
	 in	pots,	containers	and	small	gardens,	extending		
	 the	opportunity	of	growing	flowers	and	vegetables		
	 to	everyone,	no	matter	what	size	of	garden

	 Prices fom £1.99 to £3.99

Urban Flower Garden
A collection of 22 flower varieties with a twist.  
Perfect for pots, containers and small gardens,  

or for their fragrance

Urban Vegetable Garden
A proven winner, this collection of 21 vegetables and 
3 peas and beans extends the opportunity of growing 

your own vegetables to everyone

Extend Your Range
Ideal ‘add on’ collection or a stand-alone feature 

display. Each collection comes complete with  
point of sale

26 Where Partnerships Grow

For pots, containers 
and small gardens

KEW COLLECTIONS

Available  
as a combined 
60cm range, or 

single 30cm  
collections

Poppy

Ideal for  
shady gardens

BLUE

Urban Garden ColleCtion

Sturdy and long lived plants, with huge flowers 10-12cm (4-5in) across 

of a wonderful blue, shot with violet on strong erect stems. Hardy 

perennial.

Cultivation  

Sow seed into pots on the surface of the compost. Do not cover seed. 

Place pots in a propagator or seal inside a polythene bag for 2-3 weeks 

at 13-15˚C (55-60˚F), then 2 weeks in the refrigerator, then a further 2 

weeks in the heated propagator or polythene bag.

Transplant seedlings into pots when large enough to handle, over winter 

in a cold greenhouse or frame. Plant out following spring 30cm (12in) 

apart in groups of 3-5 plants to create the best border feature.

Specially selected for the Royal Botanic  

Gardens, Kew www.kew.org

K08434

Standard Seeds complies with EC rules.

Origin U.K

Packed & supplied by

Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU

Poppy Blue
Meconopsis grandis

(Papaveraceae)

SOILSOIL
LIGHT &  

WELL-DRAINED

JFMAMJJASOND

Sow

Flower

SOIL
MOIST, BUT

WELL-DRAINED

20cm
(8in)

15cm (6in)
SOIL

SOIL SOIL SOIL SOIL SOIL
SOILSOIL

(FOLLOWING YEAR)

SOIL





60cm 
(24in)

SOIL SOIL


45-60cm  
(18-24in)

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855 Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855 Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Gartenexperten seit 1855Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson Thompson 

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855 Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855 Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson 
& Morgan
Gartenexperten seit 1855

3

3

3

Radish

Colourful  
in salads 

AMETHYST

Urban Garden ColleCtion

Shiny purple skinned round roots with crisp white flesh. Roots are 

slow to go pithy and have strong tops for easier pulling. Ideal for 

containers.
 

Cultivation 
Sow seed thinly direct outside or in containers, 13mm (½in)  deep. Thin as 

necessary to form plump, succulent roots. Keep well watered during dry 

weather. Sow regularly for continuous succulent roots throughout the 

summer.

A colourful addition to salads. 

Specially selected for the Royal Botanic  
Gardens, Kew www.kew.org

K04818

Standard Seeds complies with EC rules.
Origin U.K

Packed & supplied by Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU

Radish Amethyst
Raphanus sativus

JFMAMJJASOND Sow
Harvest

SOIL
WELLPREPARED FREE DRAINING

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan Experts in the garden since 1855

Thompson & Morgan

Thompson & MorganGartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & MorganGartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

Thompson & Morgan Gartenexperten seit 1855

3
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MIX & MATCH  
WILD FLOWER PATCH
It is vital to the UK’s future bio-diversity that truly 
native wild flowers continue to flourish and support 
the local eco-system 

This exclusive collection delivers on that promise and 
is a proven winner

In collaboration with Kew, Thompson & Morgan is 
delighted to bring to market the first truly UK Native 
Wild Flower seed collection to encourage the sowing 
of native wild flowers in our gardens and support our 
natural wildlife

Each variety is certified grown in the UK and backed 
with a traceability providing authenticity back to source

As happy in an ornamental border as they are in a wild 
flower meadow or planter

 25 varieties providing customers with the   
 opportunity to grow single species of wild flowers  
 in the garden, planters, or included in their   
 wild flower meadows

 Each single variety packet includes    
 recommendations as to the ideal partner to plant  
 alongside it, driving the opportunity for multiple  
 packet purchase

 Offered on a high impact display supported by   
 informative and directive point of sale

 A range including varieties suitable for areas in   
 full sun or shade - something for everyone

 A guaranteed winner with customers

 Available as a 60cm stand

 RRP £2.99

27Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

UK Native  
Wild Flowers

KEW COLLECTIONS
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Ideal  
for locating 
alongside  
bird care
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Proven Sellers 
AWARD OF GARDEN MERIT VEGETABLES

AGM VEGETABLES 
Thompson & Morgan continues to 
offer the consumer a collection 
of top performing vegetables all 
granted an Award of Garden Merit 
by the RHS for their reliability and 
good performance

3

3

3

	 A	collection	of	48	proven	high	performers

	 Best	complementary	vegetable	range

	 Outstanding	sales	returns	per	metre

	 Available	as	a	60cm	stand

	 Prices from £1.99 to £3.99

Feast Onion

R00904

ONION Feast

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU

Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

The long, pure white, slender stems of Onion Feast contrast well 

with the dark green leaves. Particularly good for summer production 

as this variety has good tolerance to heat. Stands very well for long 

periods, and has downy mildew tolerance.

Germination:  

10-14 days

Plant height: 

30cm (12in)

Preferred position: 

Full Sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow liberally in well-prepared, fertile soil 1cm 

(½in) deep, ideally in broad drills. Allow 30cm (12in) between drills. No 

thinning will be necessary.

GROWING ON: Earth up as plants develop for longest blanch. Sow 

successionally every 3-4 weeks for continuous supply. Keep well watered 

during dry weather.

The Royal Horticultural Society assess 

garden plants based on their consistency, 

reliability and excellence for ordinary 

gardeners to use. Exceptional varieties 

receive the Award of Garden Merit.

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Vegetable

Direct sow/plant outdoors Harvest

J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D

• Excellent flavour

• Withstands cool and hot summer weather conditions

• Best for summer harvest 

Award of Garden Merit Collection

Perfect 
summer 
salad  
onion
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Snow Wind

Mangetout

5

Award of Garden Merit Collection

Self 
supporting 
- no nets 
needed

MANGETOUT Snow Wind

A high-yielding semi leafless variety, needing no support when grown in a block. 

These plants produce extended crops of crisp, straight dark green flat pods 

around 9cm (3½in) in length. Pick regularly just as the peas show in the pod – 

flowers will just keep coming.

Germination:  
10 days
Plant height: 
75-80cm (30-32in)
Preferred position: 
Full Sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow every 10 days to ensure successional crops. Sow 5cm 

(2in) deep in flat-bottomed drills spacing about 2.5-5cm (1-2in) apart, and in rows 75cm 

(30in) apart.

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Water plants regularly, especially when in flower as this will 

improve the crop. Start picking pods just as the peas inside start to form, regular picking 

will encourage further flowering. 

SERVING SUGGESTION: Perfect for stir-fries.

Direct sow/plant outdoors Harvest

J  F  M  A  M  J  J  A  S  O  N  D

• Minimal pea set for flatter pods

•  Self supporting – no nets needed

• Repeat flowering – pick regularly for the longest harvest  Cherrola F1 Hybrid

Tomato

R00909

TOMATO Cherrola F1 Hybrid

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Long trusses of well spaced, dark red, ‘cherry’ sized fruits, average 20g (¾oz) fruits with a high sugar/acid balance giving outstanding flavour. Ideal added to salads and sandwiches or a mouthwatering snack.

Germination:  
7-10 days 65-70°F
Plant height: 
2m (6.5ft)
Preferred position: 
Full sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Place seed on the surface of a free-draining compost and cover with about 6mm (¼in) of compost or vermiculite. Place in a propagator at 18–21°C (65–70°F) until after germination. GROWING INSTRUCTIONS: Transplant seedlings when large enough to handle into 7.5cm (3in) pots. Plant in the greenhouse in individual large pots, or 3 plants per growbag when 20cm (8in) high. Can be planted outdoors, 45cm (18in) apart once all frost risk has passed. Plants require sideshooting and support for the best yields. Water and feed plants regularly with a high potash feed once the first truss has set.
Tomatoes are packed with antioxidants and are high in vitamins A and C and lycopene, all helping to stimulate your body’s immune system.

Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Vegetable

Sow under glass/plant indoorsDirect sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Flavour guide: sweet, cherry-sized fruits on very long trusses • Early ripening and crops heavily throughout the summer • Best for the greenhouse, but will grow in a sunny spot outdoors

Award of Garden Merit Collection

Long  
trusses of  
sweet, 
cherry-sized 
fruits
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The Royal Horticultural Society assess garden plants based on their consistency, reliability and excellence for ordinary gardeners to use. Exceptional varieties receive the Award of Garden Merit.

37136

Feast

Onion

R00904

ONION Feast

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU
Contact centre 0844 573 1818 Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

The long, pure white, slender stems of Onion Feast contrast well 
with the dark green leaves. Particularly good for summer production 

as this variety has good tolerance to heat. Stands very well for long 
periods, and has downy mildew tolerance.

Germination:  
10-14 days
Plant height: 
30cm (12in)
Preferred position: Full Sun

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS: Sow liberally in well-prepared, fertile soil 1cm 

(½in) deep, ideally in broad drills. Allow 30cm (12in) between drills. No 
thinning will be necessary.
GROWING ON: Earth up as plants develop for longest blanch. Sow 
successionally every 3-4 weeks for continuous supply. Keep well watered 

during dry weather.

The Royal Horticultural Society assess garden plants based on their consistency, reliability and excellence for ordinary gardeners to use. Exceptional varieties receive the Award of Garden Merit.
Standard seeds - complies with EC rules and standards. Origin UK.

Vegetable

Direct sow/plant outdoorsHarvest

J F M A M J J A S O N D

• Excellent flavour • Withstands cool and hot summer weather conditions
• Best for summer harvest 

Award of Garden Merit Collection

Perfect 
summer 
salad  
onion
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31733

AWARD OF 
GARDEN MERIT
The RHS Award of Garden 
Merit is awarded to plants/
cultivars proven to be reliable 
in appropriate conditions and 
are a good performing plant
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Thompson 
& Morgan
Experts in the garden since 1855

NATURAL 
BOOSTERS 
COLLECTION
Comprises: Five varieties of Green Manure, 18 packets of each, plus 54 packets of rootgrow™ 

ROOTGROW™ 
Your friendly mycorrhizal fungi 
 Within 4 weeks, seedlings and plants will grow   
 a huge secondary root system which will  
 support them for their entire life

 Better uptake of nutrients leading to better   
 and more flowers and fruit

 Single application required

 Healthier and more even growth

 Increased resistance to damping off

 Improves garden performance

 Plants are able to draw in more nutrients and   
 become stronger, producing more flowers  
 and fruit

GREEN MANURE  
Environmentally friendly  
soil maintenance
 An easy and natural way to add nutrients and     
 bulky organic matter (humus) to the soil

 Improves and maintains soil fertility and  
 soil structure

 A safe alternative to chemicals and fertilisers

 Slows weed development

 Helps control pests

 Valuable natural fertiliser - ideal for organic gardening

Preparing the garden to give seeds and 
young plants the best start in life
A collection of 4 individual and 1 mixed green manure varieties 
to improve the soil for successful growing, plus rootgrow™ to 
stimulate outstanding root growth and improve the quality of 
seedlings and plants as they develop

29Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

Natural Soil  
and Plant Boosters

NATURAL BOOSTERS
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T03647

rootgrow
TM Seed, bulb & plant companion is a specially formulated 

blend of UK origin mycorrhizal fungi that will benefit virtually all seeds, 

plants and bulbs (except brassicas, rhododendrons, azaleas, heathers, 

cranberries or blueberries).

In a matter of weeks seedlings will develop a huge secondary mycorrhizal root 

system, supporting your plants for their entire lifetime, supplying nutrients that will 

greatly enhance flowering and fruiting.

•  Increased resistance to damping off    • Healthier and more even growth

•  Huge secondary root system lasting the lifetime of the plant 

•  Better uptake of nutrients leading to better flowers, fruit and vegetables

HOW TO USE

Small seeds:

1.  Fill seed tray or 9cm pot with   

 compost 

2.  Sprinkle 10g per seed tray/ 1g per  

 9cm pot evenly over the compost 

3.  Cover with 1cm of compost 

4.  Sow seeds on this level of compost  

 as directed on seed packet

Larger Seeds & Bulbs (using a dibber):

1.  Dib a hole 1cm deeper than the 

recommended planting depth 

2.  Sprinkle a pinch (5ml) of rootgrow
TM

into the hole

3.  Sprinkle 1cm of compost into the hole

4.  Plant the seed or bulb as directed

Seeds sown into soil:

1.  Dig the planting trench twice the  

 recommended depth 

2. Sprinkle a line of rootgrow™ into  

 the bottom of the trench 

3.  Backfill halfway with soil and sow  

 seeds at recommended depth

Transplanting seedlings and pre-

grown plug and container plants:

1.  Sprinkle rootgrow™ evenly into  

 base of hole prior to transplanting

076567036479

Download QR reader on 

your phone (many are 

free). Open reader and 

scan code for more info:

www.thompson-morgan.com/rootgrow

Thompson & Morgan

Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England, IP8 3BU

Customer Care: 0844 573 1818

Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Within 4 weeks your 
young plants will grow 

a huge secondary root 

system which will 
support them for their 
entire lifetime.

Treats up to 8 seed trays 

or 80 x 9cm pots
              Weight 80g

rootgrowrootgrowTMTM

Seed, bulb & plant
companion

friendly MYCORRHIZAL FUNGI

feeding seedlings, bulbs & plants for life

Includes:

Buckwheat - deep rooting to break up subsoils

Crimson Clover - best for sandy soils to add humus

Grazing Rye - extensive root system to improve soil structure

Phacelia - suppresses weeds and adds humus

Mixture - adds bulk organic matter. Summer or autumn sowing

Fast growing 
and deep 
rooting to break 
up subsoils

Buckwheat

T38650

GROWING INSTRUCTIONS
Allow the plants to develop for 60–90 days, usually just before flowering although the flowers attract beneficial hoverflies. Taller, stronger plants will draw up further minerals and will need chopping up prior to digging or rotavating in, but will provide increased bulky organic matter to the soil. Tip: Buckwheat may inhibit seed growth which is good in the case of annual weeds. However, leave the ground for 4-5 weeks after digging in before sowing small vegetable seeds such as carrots, parsnips, onions etc. Small seedlings and plants will not be effected.

Contents: 75g (2.5 oz) sufficient to sow 12 sq.m (approx 13 sq.yd)

Please note: Seed has not been organically grown
Origin U.K.

Thompson & Morgan,
Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU  Tel: 0844583 1818 Email:ccare@thompson-morgan.com

Sow May to August. A short term summer green manure with fast growing foliage to supress weeds. Deep rooting to absorb nutrients from deep in the soil. If left to flower it does attract beneficial hoverflies. Dig in before harsh frosts. Buckwheat decomposes quickly for excellent humus formation and improvement to soil structure and moisture retention.
• Quick growing, lush carpet of growth, suppressing weeds • Adds bulk, organic matter to your soil
• Sow through spring and summer
• Dig in between 60–90 days from sowing, usually before flowering • Suitable for all soil types

SOWING INSTRUCTIONS
Sow from May to August after all risk of frost, whenever the soil is vacant for at least 2 months, or where there is an area which requires increased fertility. Roughly dig over the soil removing any weeds. Lightly tread over the soil. Broadcast (scatter) the seed over the soil surface and carefully rake the soil and water well in. During dry periods it may be necessary to water until the green manure establishes.

5055550447176
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START-A-GARDEN

30 Where Partnerships Grow

START-A-GARDEN COLLECTION
Let Thompson & Morgan offer a 
helping hand to newcomers to 
gardening, or beginners wanting to 
learn more about grow-your-own
A value for money range, designed specifically  
to introduce customers to fuss free, easy growing  
from seed

	 Aimed	at	the	novice	gardener	or	beginner		 	
	 wanting	to	learn	more	about	gardening

	 Ideal	for	consumers	with	little	time	to	tend	to		 	
	 their	gardens

	 Perfect	for	consumers	with	small	gardens

		 Low	risk	buying	decision

	 No	fuss	guarantee

	 Available	as	a	60cm	stand

A range of 33 varieties of seed and 6 varieties of   
seed tapes

	 Easy	to	grow,	much	loved,	tried	and	tested		 	
	 varieties	for	guaranteed	results

	 Sensible	seed	fills	for	smaller	gardens

	 Value for money - prices from 99p to £1.99

Each seed tape packet contains a  
pre-sown biodegradeable seed tape

	 Easy	and	speedy	seed	sowing

	 Simply	roll	out	the	tape	directly		 	
	 onto	the	soil,	cover	with	compost		
	 or	soil

	 Sit	back	and	watch	the	seeds	grow

Easy to sow  
and easy to grow
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SEED TAPES

SG00640

A tried and tested old favourite with superb garden performance and long, thick, quality stems. Impressive winter hardiness, providing bumper crops of tasty stems.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU Customer Care 0844 573 1818  Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com  

Sow 
Harvest

Times are recommendations only and will vary depending on location and weather

SOIL
WELL DRAINED

MOIST RICH

JFMAMJJASOND

5cm
(2in)

Standard Seeds - complies with EC
rules and standards  Origin U.K.

Sow March to April when the soil is warm
1: Prepare the soil well by raking until it is fine and crumbly, removing any large stones.
2:  Make 1cm (½in) drills in the soil spaced 30-45cm (12-18in) apart. 3:  Separate the seed tapes at the perforation and if necessary cut to the desired length.
4:  Water the open drill so that the seed tape sticks to the soil well. 5:  Place the seed tape in the seed drill, along each row. 6:  Cover the seed tapes and gently firm the soil down using the back of a rake. 7:  Water regularly and keep moist but not over wet. 8:  Draw up the soil around the stems as they develop to help them whiten. 9:  Lift as required when stems are thick.

Seed tapes are ideal for any garden, small or large  and provide a quick and easy way to sow seed.

FERTILE

Times are 
recommendations 

only and will 
vary depending 
on location and 

weather

Start-A-Garden

S
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EASY TO SOW, EASY TO GROW
Leek Musselburgh

Your satisfaction 
GUARANTEED -  
or your money back

48878
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VITA SEMENTI™ / WORLD GARDEN

VITA SEMENTI™

The Vita Sementi™ range offers 
additional sales opportunities 
trading on the current growth trend 
in vegetable seed purchases
A comprehensive range of 36 typically Italian varieties 
selected for their popularity, flavour and ability  
to grow well in the UK climate

	 Designed	to	bring	a	touch		
	 of	the	Mediterranean		
	 and	Italian	living		
	 into	the	kitchen

	 Great	value	for	money

	 Available	as	a		
	 60cm	stand

 Prices from £1.99  
 to £2.99

The taste of Italy
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WORLD GARDEN
Bringing a touch of the exotic and tropical into the 
home and garden
	 Perfect	sited	as	a	stand-alone	display	in	the	house	plant	area

	 Lifestyle	range	offering	something	different	from	seed

	 Supporting	the	increased	interest	in	growing	flowers

	 Ideal	gift	purchase,	evoking	holiday	memories

 Available	as	a	30cm	stand

 Range comprises 15 varieties. Prices from  
 £1.99 to £4.99

Exotic and tropical
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World Garden

Silk Tree
(Albizia julibrissin) 

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

Exotic, lacy foliage with attractive and fragrant, pink, powder puff flowers. Ideal planted in a sheltered border or grown as a specimen plant in a container that can be moved from a conservatory to the patio during the summer.

Plante exotique au feuillage dentelé produisant de ravissantes fleurs roses à l’aspect soyeux. Idéale lorsque plantée dans une bordure abritée, mais peut être aussi cultivée en bac dans une véranda, et placée à l’extérieur pendant l’été.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU Tel: Customer Care +44 (0) 844 573 1818
Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com 

Origin UK

 J  F M A M J J A S O N D
Sow / Semis / Aussaat

Flower / Floraison / Ernte3.6-11m
(10-30ft)

Wunderschöne, exotische Pflanze mit spitzenartigen Blättern und duftenden Flockenblüten. Seinen Namen erhielt der Seidenbaum wegen seiner vielen seidigen, cremeweißen, hell- bis dunkelrosa Blütenblätter. Ideal ins Freiland an einem geschützten Platz gepflanzt oder im Kübel, der im Sommer ins Freiland und im Winter ins Haus transportiert werden kann.

Further growing instructions on the inside of this packet / Les instructions de semis se trouvent à l’intérieur du sachet / Weitere Aussaathinweise befinden sich auf der Tüteninnenseite

Silk TreeSeidenbaum (Seidenakazie)
Arbre à Soie

Half Hardy Shrub - South western and eastern Asia, from Persia east to China and Korea
Arbuste semi-rustique - Plante native de l’Asie du sud-ouest et de l’est, de la Perse orientale à la Chine et à la Corée
Winterharter Strauch Baum - Herkunftsgebiet: Südwest- und Ostasien, von Persien bis China und Korea
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World Garden

Peacock Flower

(Caesalpinia pulcherrima) 

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

AFRICA

ASIAAFRICA

ASIA

SOUTH

AFRICASOUTH

AFRICA

A striking ornamental plant, which has beautiful inflorescence 

blooms in yellow, red and orange against deeply divided foliage. 

Ideal for growing in containers in a warm greenhouse or conservatory.

Une plante décorative magnifique, produisant de superbes 

inflorescences jaunes, rouges et orange qui contrastent avec son 

ample feuillage. Parfaite pour cultiver en pots ou en bacs, sous serre ou 

dans une véranda.

 J  F M A M J J A S O N D

Sow / Semis / Aussaat

Flower / Floraison / Ernte

3m
(10ft)

Auffallender, dekorativer, exotischer Strach, der in Deutsch auch 

‘Stolz von Bardados’ genannt wird. Die herrlichen Blüten sind rot 

oder orange, oft mit gelben Rändern. Die wechselständigen, paarig 

gefiederten Blätter erreichen eine Länge von 30 Zentimeter. Ideale 

Kübelpflanze fürs Gewächsaus oder Wintergarten.

Further growing instructions on the inside of this packet / Les instructions de semis se trouvent 

à l’intérieur du sachet / Weitere Aussaathinweise befinden sich auf der Tüteninnenseite

Peacock Flower
Pfauenstrauch

Fleur de Paon

Half Hardy Shrub - Tropics and subtropics of the Americas 

although exact origin is unknown due to widespread cultivation

Arbuste semi-rustique - Plante native des zones tropicales 

et subtropicales du continent Américain, mais son origine 

exacte n’est pas connue du fait de sa culture très répandue

Winterharte Staude - Herkunftsgebiet: Amerikanische 

tropische und subtropische Gebiete. Genaue Herkunft ist 

jedoch unbekannt, aufgrund weitverbreiteter Kultivierung
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Silk Tree
(Albizia julibrissin) 

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

ASIA
AFRICA

EUROPE
Australia

NORTH

AMERICA

SOUTH

AMERICA

Exotic, lacy foliage with attractive and fragrant, pink, powder puff 

flowers. Ideal planted in a sheltered border or grown as a specimen 

plant in a container that can be moved from a conservatory to the patio 

during the summer.

Plante exotique au feuillage dentelé produisant de ravissantes fleurs 

roses à l’aspect soyeux. Idéale lorsque plantée dans une bordure 

abritée, mais peut être aussi cultivée en bac dans une véranda, et placée à 

l’extérieur pendant l’été.

Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, England IP8 3BU

Tel: Customer Care +44 (0) 844 573 1818
Email: ccare@thompson-morgan.com 

Origin UK

 J  F M A M J J A S O N D

Sow / Semis / Aussaat

Flower / Floraison / Ernte

3.6-11m
(10-30ft)

Wunderschöne, exotische Pflanze mit spitzenartigen Blättern und 

duftenden Flockenblüten. Seinen Namen erhielt der Seidenbaum 

wegen seiner vielen seidigen, cremeweißen, hell- bis dunkelrosa 

Blütenblätter. Ideal ins Freiland an einem geschützten Platz gepflanzt oder 

im Kübel, der im Sommer ins Freiland und im Winter ins Haus transportiert 

werden kann.

Further growing instructions on the inside of this packet / Les instructions de semis se trouvent 

à l’intérieur du sachet / Weitere Aussaathinweise befinden sich auf der Tüteninnenseite

Silk TreeSeidenbaum (Seidenakazie) Arbre à Soie

Half Hardy Shrub - South western and eastern Asia, 

from Persia east to China and Korea

Arbuste semi-rustique - Plante native de l’Asie du 

sud-ouest et de l’est, de la Perse orientale à la Chine 

et à la Corée

Winterharter Strauch Baum - Herkunftsgebiet: 

Südwest- und Ostasien, von Persien bis China und 

Korea
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The scatter 

garden range can be 

supplied with its own 

FSDU*, or can easily 

be merchandised on 

existing fixtures
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SCATTER GARDENS

SCATTER GARDENS
Drive sales growth with a 
specially selected range of 
‘Scatter Gardens’ developed 
on the back of Thompson & 
Morgan’s highly successful Wild 
Flower packet mixes   
 Easy sow mixes offering a wide range of  
 consumer choice

 Providing incremental sales opportunities

 Stylish packaging reflecting Thompson &  
 Morgan’s livery

 An outstanding product that won’t disappoint

 Creates a stand-out display in store

 Supplied as 6 units per outer

 RRP £8.99

 

Nature in a box

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

* minimum order applies
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Wild Flowers
Cornfield Annuals Mix

Wild Flowers
Classic Meadow Mix

Wild Flowers
Woodland Shade Mix

Wild Flowers
Ultimate Mix

33Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

SCATTER GARDENS

The Scatter Garden range comprises eleven varieties
Summer Flowers Pretty In Pink Mix  •  Summer Flowers Sunshiny Yellow Mix 

Summer Flowers True Blue Skies Mix  •  Wild Flowers Ultimate Mix  
Wild Flowers Classic Meadow Mix  •  Wild Flowers Cornfield Annuals Mix    

Wild Flowers Woodland Shade Mix  •  Annual and Perennial Mix  •   Easy Annuals Mix   
Perfect for Pollinators  •   Fragrant Mix

Summer Flowers
True Blue Skies Mix

Summer Flowers
Sunshiny Yellow Mix

Summer Flowers
Pretty In Pink Mix

Perfect for  
Pollinators

Easy Annuals  
Mix

Fragrant  
Mix

Annual and  
Perennial Mix
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Exotic Fruit

Hot Chilli &  
Sweet Peppers

Blooming Bouquet 
Cut Flower

Bonsai Acer

Rainbow Salad

Gourmet Kitchen

Rainbow Veg Kaleidoscope  
Pea & Bean

34 Where Partnerships Grow

GROW KITS

GROW KITS
Following a successful launch in 2018 the 
Thompson & Morgan Grow Kit range is 
already a favourite with customers. Giving 
you everything you need in one box to 
get growing from seed, this eye catching 
range continues to offer great incremental 
sales opportunities

	 16	different	varieties	all	based	on	an		
	 ‘on	trend’	or	popular	theme

	 Each pack includes:	
	 •	 5	different	seed	varieties	(except	for		 	
	 	 Bonsai	and	Succulents	which	have	2)	
	 •	 5	starter	growing	peat	pots	
	 •	 5	plant	markers	
	 •	 1	pair	of	garden	snips	
	 •	 5	peat	growing	plugs

	 Great	gifting	line		 	 	

	 Perfect	for	people	trying	to	grow	from		 	
	 seed	for	the	first	time

 RRP £9.99

Everything you 
need in one box

3

3

3

3

3
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Herb GardenPerfect for 
Pollinators

Stunning 
Succulents

Salad Cut &  
Come Again

Super Scented 
Sweet Pea

Super Food

Juicy FruitStunning 
Sunflower

35Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

GROW KITS

	 Supplied	with	an	FSDU		 	
	 that	holds	80	units,		 	
	 or	supplied	individually	to		
	 be	displayed	on	a	shelf

	 Set	suggested	collections,		
	 or	the	option	to	do	a		 	
	 custom	order	of	different		
	 varieties	to	suit	your	needs	

3

3

* minimum order applies

"The reception to  
these products when they  

launched last season was superb, 
with stores seeing them as a  

fantastic all-year-round gifting 
product, as well as a great way to 

encourage people to try growing from 
seed. We are sure this season will be 

equally successful for them".
Joseph Cordy  

Head of B2B Sales

GROW KITS 
DISPLAY 
COLLECTION*

Comprises	16	varieties,	over	4	
preset	collections,	or	‘mix	and	
match’	to	create	your	own.
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MORE CHEMPAK  
PRODUCTS
• CLEMATIS FOOD (750g x 12)
• BONSAI FERTILISER (200g x 12)
• CACTUS & SUCCULENT FERTILISER (200g x 12)

• CITRUS SUMMER FOOD (200g x 12)
• CITRUS WINTER FOOD (200g x 12)
• ONION FERTILISER (ORGANIC) (1kg x 12)
• TOMATO FOOD (1kg x 12)

• CALCIUM (750g x 10)
• MAGNESIUM (750g x 10)
• SEQUESTERED IRON (250g x 10)
• SULPHUR (750g x 10)

36 Where Partnerships Grow

CHEMPAK

PLANT FEED RANGE
	 A	range	of	specially	formulated	plant	foods	to		 	
	 provide	the	right	nutrition	at	the	right	time

	 The	choice	of	four	formulae	allows	the	grower			
	 to	choose	an	analysis	best	suited	to	the	plant’s		
	 development	at	different	stages	of	growth

Plant feed range

3

3

CHEMPAK FORMULA NO.2 
High Nitrogen (800g x 12)  
A	high	nitrogen	formula	(25–15–15)	for	
strong	leaf	and	stem	growth.	Perfect	
for	early	season	feeding	and	for	getting	
plants	off	to	a	strong	start.	Ideal	for	
leafy	plants	such	as	ferns,	leaf	and	salad	
vegetables

CHEMPAK FORMULA NO.4  
High Potash (800g x 12)
A	high	potash	formula	(15–15–30),	the	

fruit	and	flower	maker.	The	perfect	

summer	feed	for	tomatoes,	soft	fruit,	

bedding	plants,	baskets	and	containers

CHEMPAK FORMULA NO.3 
Fully Balanced Feed (800g x 12)
A	fully	balanced	(20–20–20)	

multipurpose	formula	with	multiple	uses,	

also	suitable	for	lime	hating	plants	like	

Azaleas	and	Rhododendrons

CHEMPAK FORMULA NO.8 
Low Nitrogen (800g x 12)
A	lower	nitrogen	formula	(12.5–25–25)	
containing	extra	phosphate	and	potash	
to	mature	growth.	An	ideal	maintenance	
feed	for	established	heathers,	conifers	
and	other	plants	where	lush	top	growth		
is	undesired

Ask your  
Area Sales 

Manager for 
details about the 

full Chempak 
range

Chempak Soluble Plant Foods are formulated to meet those exacting standards 
of the professional grower and top horticultural exhibitor.  They are fully 
soluble which means they start to work instantly, and ideal for the professional 
and everyday gardener alike wanting to get the best results from their garden

All Chempak Soluble Plant Foods contain seven essential trace elements, far 
more then ordinary soluble fertiliser.  These trace elements  
are all absolutely necessary for healthy plant growth
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INCREDICOIR
Why buy heavy and bulky compost bags when you 
can save space with expandable incredicoir?

 	 Ready	to	use	in	minutes	-	1	block	makes	10	litres

	 Sustainably	sourced	with	no	harvest	impact	on	the		
	 environment	

	 Perfect	moisture	retention	for	starting	seeds	into		
	 growth	–	use	in	a	sealed	propagator	or	plastic	bag		
	 to	prevent	drying	out

	 Use	with	all	plant	formats	from	seeds	and	plugs	to		
	 mature	seasonal	bedding,	hardy	perennials,		
	 trees,	shrubs	and	fruit

	 Also	great	for	container	vegetable	growing

37Ordering Hotline  01473 695330 

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

NEW FOR 2020 
Through our partnership with our parent company 
BVG we are now able to offer a range of hard goods 
and other products, including bird food, which 
perfectly complement the Thompson & Morgan seed 
range. Some of these are shown here but others are 
available, ask your ASM for more details.

COLD FRAMES
	 Extend the growing  
 season;	Cold	frames		
	 protect	plants	from		
	 cold	and	wet		
	 conditions	and	will		
	 enable	you	to	start		
	 growing	in	early	spring

MINI CLOCHE
Offering you the best possible way to start young 
seedlings outside, this mini greenhouse cloche gives 
lots of protection throughout the year. 

	 Maximum	protection	from	cold	and	pests	inside		
	 the	cloche	area

	 Can	be	used	as	a	single	unit	or	two	or	more	can	be		
	 added	together

HAPPY BEAKS BIRD FOOD
A new and comprehensive range of wild bird food 

 Includes	all	the	popular	feeds	such	as	sunflower		
	 seeds,	peanuts,	niger	seed	and	meal	worms,	along		
	 with	a	selection	of	innovative	bird	food	mixes	that		
	 blend	the	most	popular	feeds	to	encourage	an			
	 even	wider	species	of	birds	to	your	garden

Complementary 
Products 

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Ask your  
ASM about our full 
range of products 

available at competitive 
prices and with low 

minimum order  
requirements

NEW
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Caution – Harmful if eaten
Average contents: 0.8g   Sow by: November 2020 Seeds supplied by Thompson & Morgan (UK) Ltd. Origin UK     Standard seeds - complies with EC rules & standards

An exciting blend, specially selected to attract butterflies and other beneficial insects to your garden. Excellent for making attractive drifts of colour, and your garden a haven for wildlife. Easy to grow.

Height: 1m. Spread: 30cm.

How To Grow:
Sow March to May. Sow outdoors where they are to flower once the soil has warmed. Prepare the ground well and rake to a fine tilth before sowing. Sprinkle the seed thinly over the surface, then rake lightly to ensure seed is just covered. Alternatively, sow 1.5mm (1/16in) deep in drills, 30cm (12in) apart. Germination usually takes 14-21 days. As seedlings germinate, thin out any that are too close together so that remaining plants are about 10cm (4in) apart. Regular removal of spent flowers will encourage further blooming.

Seed mix covers approximately 0.8 square metres.

£2.50

PROMOTIONAL  
SEED PACKETS
Thompson & Morgan can offer  
a wide variety of different  
promotional seed packets to 
suit almost any requirement 

	 We	have	previously	provided		 	 	
	 packets	for	magazine	cover		 	
	 mounts,	charities,	museums,	book		
	 inserts,	veterinary	surgeons	and	funeral	homes

	 We	can	even	provide	business	card	seed	packets		
	 which	really	help	you	to	stand	out	from	competitors

	 If	you	would	like	to	find	out	more	or	have	any		 	
	 questions,	please	contact	info@promoflowers.com

WHOLESALE
Thompson & Morgan have a large wholesale seed 
division, supplying millions of seeds to over 50 
countries around the world 

	 These	seeds	are	used	by	a	variety	of	businesses		
	 and	causes,	from	commercial	growers,	to		 	
	 infrastructure	projects,	to	small	nurseries

	 We	are	able	to	offer	one	of	the	widest	selections		
	 of	wholesale	seeds	in	the	UK	at	very	competitive		
	 prices,	so	if	you	have	a	nursery,	or	other	need	for		
	 wholesale	seed,	speak	to	your	ASM	about	what			
	 we	can	offer	you,	or	contact	Georgie	Moody	at			
	 gmoody@thompson-morgan.com

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, KEW 

As well as the licensed range of Kew seeds sold 
by Thompson & Morgan, we have also produced 
several bespoke seed packets for sale exclusively 
by Kew	

	 Promotional	seed	packets	are	a	great	choice		 	 	
	 for	one-off	events,	specific	seed	requirements		 	
	 (for	example,	bee	friendly	seeds)	or	where		 	
	 smaller	packet	quantities	are	needed.	

	 The	minimum	order	is	just	500	packets	per	variety	and	we	can		
	 incorporate	almost	any	seed	variety	and	artwork	style	into		 	
	 the	design

Did you know?
Thompson & Morgan 

produced over  
7.1 million  

promotional seed  
packets in 20173

3

3

3

3

EXTRA SERVICES AND SUPPORT

What else can we offer?

LOOSE PEAS AND BEANS
Thompson & Morgan also offer a choice of nearly 100 
pea and bean varieties which can be bought loose by 
the kilogram 

	 The	most	popular	way	to	order	is	by	the	25kg	bag,		
	 allowing	you	to	offer	your	customers	a	self-serve		
	 option	for	those	who	require	larger	quantities	of		
	 seed	than	can	be	found	in	a	traditional	seed	packet

3

3

3
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39� dering Hotline  01473 695330

CONTACTS

ALAN CALE
07920 475693
acale@thompson-morgan.com

MIKE CASBOLT
07980 795712
mcasbolt@thompson-morgan.com

DAVID CASWELL
07841 215184
dcaswell@thompson-morgan.com

RONNIE LOGAN
07920 752059
rlogan@thompson-morgan.com 

MIKE SMART
07771 821308
msmart@thompson-morgan.com

MATT THOMPSON
07966 263112
mthompson@thompson-morgan.com

CONTACTS

IAN CRAVEN
07841 070573
icraven@thompson-morgan.com

RICHARD GREEN
07920 475504
rgreen@thompson-morgan.com

APRIL HUGHES
07825 807863
ahughes@thompson-morgan.com

MATT WARREN
07771 821311
mwarren@thompson-morgan.com

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER

Your � ea Sales Managers
Our experienced team of Area Sales Managers covers 
all corners of the country. Please refer 
to your nearest coloured dot below for 
contact details and areas covered, 
or phone Thompson & Morgan’s 
Retail Department on 01473 695330



COMMITTED TO:	
	
	 Delivering	the	very	best	for	retailers	and	consumers

	 Driving	a	premium	brand

	 Providing	exceptional	ranges	from	best	sellers	to	new		
	 and	innovative	varieties

	 Exciting	complementary	product	ranges

	 Ensuring	our	POS,	displays	and	packaging	are	outstanding

	 Consistently	excellent	service

	 Working	with	you	in	partnership

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

HEAD OFFICE:

Thompson	&	Morgan,	Poplar	Lane,	Ipswich,	Suffolk,	IP8	3BU	United	Kingdom

Telephone:	+44	(0)	1473	695200

Website:	www.thompson-morgan.com

RETAIL DEPARTMENT:

United Kingdom Telephone:	+44	(0)	1473	695330		Fax:	+44	(0)	1473	695220

Email:	retail@thompson-morgan.com

Ireland Telephone:	+44	(0)	1473	695663		Fax:	+44	(0)	1473	695220

Germany Telephone:	+44	(0)	1473	695221		Fax:	+44	(0)	1473	695220

France Telephone:	+44	(0)	1473	695222		Fax:	+44	(0)	1473	695220

Where Partnerships Grow
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